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H's Humble Haven 
In a quaint little corner of Alphabetville, nestled amidst 
hills of heather and honeysuckle, resided a humble 
letter named H. H lived in a little thatched hut, 
surrounded by a haven of hydrangeas.

H loved its humble dwelling but felt a hint of heartache, 
as it had never hosted a heartfelt conversation with 
anyone from the village.

One peaceful morning, as the sun cast honeyed hues 
over the horizon, a small hedgehog named Henry 
hobbled into H's haven. Henry was known for his humor 
and heartwarming hellos.

"Good morning, H," hummed Henry, "Your haven of 
hydrangeas is simply heavenly!"

"Oh, hello Henry," hailed H, hiding its hesitance with a 
humble smile. "I'm honored by your heartening words."

Henry noticed H's hesitation and huddled near. "H, you 
have a heart full of harmony. Why hide in this haven 
all alone?”

H sighed heavily. “Oh, Henry, I harbor a hope to have 
hearty conversations, but my humble hut feels hidden 
from the heart of Alphabetville.”

Henry held a thoughtful look, then hummed with a hint 
of happiness, “Why not host a hearty harvest fest right 
here in your haven, H?”

H's heart hopped with hope at Henry’s heartwarming 
suggestion. “Oh, that sounds heavenly, Henry!”




So, with hearts full of hope, H and Henry hurriedly 
prepared for the harvest fest. As the day arrived, the 
heart of Alphabetville hummed 
towards H’s haven. They 
huddled around, sharing stories 
and hearty laughter amidst 
the hydrangeas.

“Oh, H, this is simply heavenly!” 
hummed the happy villagers, 
their hearts warmed by the 
humble hospitality of H.

With heartfelt hugs and heaps 
of hydrangeas, the harvest 
fest was a hit. H’s heart felt a happiness it had never 
held before.


